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Many experts believe that gasoline taxes should
be increased for a variety of reasons. Their argu-
ments are unpersuasive. Oil is not disappearing,
and when it becomes more expensive, market
agents will substitute away from gasoline to save
money. The link between oil price shocks and
recessions, although real in the 1970s, has been
much more benign since 1985 because of the ter-
mination of price controls. Market actors proper-
ly account for energy costs in their purchasing
decisions absent government intervention.
Pollution taxes, congestion fees, and automobile
insurance premiums more closely related to vehi-
cle miles traveled are better remedies for the exter-
nalities associated with automobile travel than a
simple fuel tax. Gasoline consumption does not
necessarily distort American foreign policy,
impose military commitments, or empower
Islamic terrorist organizations.
State and federal gasoline taxes should be abol-
ished. Local governments should tax gasoline only
to the extent necessary to pay for roads when user
charges are not feasible. If government feels com-
pelled to more aggressively regulate vehicle tailpipe
emissions or access to public roadways, pollution
taxes and road user fees are better means of doing
so than fuel taxes. Regardless, perfectly internaliz-
ing motor vehicle externalities would likely make
the economy less efficient—not more—by inducing
motorists into even more (economically) ineffi-
cient mass transit use.
The arguments advanced against increasing
gasoline taxes are applicable to the broader dis-
cussion about America’s reliance on oil generally.
The case for policies designed to discourage oil
consumption is nearly as threadbare as the case
for increasing the gasoline tax—and for largely
the same reasons.
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Introduction
Economists almost uniformly believe that
markets should be left alone by government
unless market failures exist. They go on to
caution that government intervention will
improve efficiency if—and only if—the
prospective intervention remedies one or
more of those market failures. And even if
market failures exist, actual government poli-
cies may not improve market operations,
because politicians rather than economists
design the policies.1
The economic case for a gasoline tax is rel-
atively straightforward. Gasoline consump-
tion imposes costs on third parties. If gasoline
consumers had to compensate third parties
for those costs, the total cost of gasoline
would rise, demand would fall, injured parties
would be made whole, and gasoline con-
sumption would be optimal. But because
those who suffer damages find that the trans-
action costs associated with securing com-
pensation are high, gasoline consumers do
not pay for the burden they impose on others. 
Many economists believe that gasoline
taxes are too low relative to the external costs
fuel consumption imposes on others and that
the economy would be more efficient with a
substantial increase in the federal fuels tax.
That argument is embraced by conservatives as
well as liberals. For example, Harvard professor
Greg Mankiw, a prominent free-market econo-
mist and former chairman of President George
W. Bush’s Council of Economic Advisers, has
recently formed “The Pigou Club,” which is
made up of prominent economists and public
intellectuals who support an increase in the
federal gasoline tax.2
We examine those arguments and find
them unpersuasive. Some arguments for fuel
taxes—such as the need for society to facilitate
the inevitable transition away from an oil-
based economy, encourage energy conserva-
tion, or reduce foreign oil imports—fail to
convince because they are unlikely to improve
upon resource allocations that would occur
absent government intervention. Other argu-
ments for fuel taxes are unpersuasive because
they are second-, third-, or fourth-best reme-
dies to problems—such as automobile
tailpipe emissions and roadway congestion—
that are best remedied by direct charges on
offending externalities.
In fact, we find no compelling reason for a
federal gasoline tax at all and call for its
repeal. Nor do we find any compelling case
for state gasoline taxes. The only circum-
stance in which gasoline taxes might make
sense are those in which the transaction costs
associated with road use charges are so high
that gasoline taxes are the only reasonable
way to pay for road construction and mainte-
nance. This implies that fuel taxes are at best
matters of local governmental concern and
that they should only be a fraction of current
charges on motorists.
This paper is primarily concerned with
gasoline taxes, but the arguments we make
against the gasoline tax are applicable to the
broader policy discussion about oil’s place in
American society. Although liberals and con-
servatives, Democrats and Republicans,
appear to agree that government should “do
something” to move the country away from
oil consumption, the case for governmental
intervention is little different from—and no
better than—the case for raising gasoline taxes.
Energy Depletion and
Future Generations
Because fossil fuels are exhaustible, some
gasoline tax advocates argue that we need to
ration production in order to save resources
for future generations.3 Future generations
have no say in energy markets, but their pref-
erences regarding resource availability in the
future should be considered. Markets will
not provide that consideration, so govern-
ment must do so.
Another version of this argument does
not emphasize the rights of future genera-
tions. Instead, it paints a picture of inevitable
future shortages as production declines
occur. Fuel shortages will be accompanied by
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price hikes, recessions, and political struggle.
Those unpleasant effects can be avoided only
if government starts planning now. As a
recent report for the U.S. Department of
Energy put it, “Intervention by governments
will be required, because the economic and
social implications of oil peaking would be
otherwise chaotic.”4
Oil depletion concerns, however, rest on
shaky ground. First, they are primarily about
the future availability of conventional crude
oil. Unconventional crude oil deposits—such
as those found in heavy bitumen, tar sands,
and shale rock—are extremely plentiful and
only lightly tapped at the moment because of
high extraction costs.5 Moreover, the tech-
nology exists to convert coal and natural gas
to synthetic petroleum liquids, which means
that other, more plentiful, fossil fuels could
be harnessed to produce vast amounts of
petroleum if the economics are favorable.
Second, concerns that conventional crude oil
is becoming scarce in any meaningful sense
have not withstood close scrutiny.6
If petroleum depletion were to become a
genuine problem, would intergenerational
equity demand conservation? We think not.
The strongest normative argument against
conservation is that it transfers resources
from the relatively poor to the relatively rich.7
That’s because today’s generation is almost
certainly much poorer than future genera-
tions will be. For instance, if per capita
income grows at 2 percent a year, people 100
years from now will be approximately 7 times
wealthier than we are today. Those concerned
about intergenerational equity should worry
more about standards of living today than
about standards of living tomorrow. 
The strongest positive argument against
government intervention is that markets are
more capable than government of reacting
quickly and efficiently to declines in petrole-
um production. True declines, rather than
temporary shocks, will permanently increase
oil prices, which will induce investments in
alternative energy sources and conservation.
But what about temporary (albeit multi-
year) price shocks? If low prices most of the
time and high prices some of the time are a
problem, is there a market solution? Indeed
there is. Long-term oil futures contracts are
available to those who are worried about
future price increases. 
The fact that marketers have not tried to
offer long-term stable prices to consumers by
arbitraging between the futures and retail
markets suggests that most consumers
believe that they benefit by accepting low
spot prices most of the time in return for
unpleasantly high spot prices some of the
time. Said differently, we are “dependent” on
oil exported from unstable countries rather
than domestic oil or alternative sources of
energy, and we don’t attempt to contract our
way out of that instability, because it is
cheaper in present value terms to remain
“dependent.”
The “solution” to oil price instability is to
accept higher prices most of the time in
return for lower prices some of the time.
There is nothing wrong with such a trade-off
as long as it is achieved through contract.
Thirty-year fixed rate mortgages, for exam-
ple, allow consumers to shift to others the
risk of varying daily spot rates for borrowing
(whose mean is lower but accompanied by
higher variance) in return for higher mean
and no variance (fixed) prices.
We don’t, however, see those sorts of con-
tracts in energy markets. Instead, what we see
are proposals for European-style taxes on
gasoline consumption, mandated or subsi-
dized alternative energy production, and reg-
ulations that require energy producers to
retain excess production capacity.
Unlike contractual solutions, governmen-
tal solutions have the dubious distinction of
being more expensive not just most of the
time, but all of the time. That is, the “alterna-
tives” to fossil fuels are more expensive than
conventional fossil fuels, even when the latter
prices are at peak, which is, of course, why
such “alternatives” are not embraced without
government subsidy or coercion. For exam-
ple, we have recently calculated that the fed-
erally owned Strategic Petroleum Reserve has
cost the taxpayer between $65 and $80 per
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barrel (2004 dollars) to fill, which rivals the
highest spot market prices ever recorded.8
We believe that market actors are also
more likely to work in the interests of future
generations than are governmental actors.
That’s because democratically elected gov-
ernments, and the regulatory agencies estab-
lished by them, have a tendency to reflect the
interests of swing voters in swing voting dis-
tricts. Accordingly, it’s unreasonable to
expect governments to be more interested in
the well-being of future generations than
swing voters in swing districts who have
short time horizons and political prefer-
ences. A single glance at America’s lavish
commitments to retirees in the form of
Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security
should disabuse everyone of the notion that
current voters make major sacrifices for
future generations—even when the case for
sacrifice is mathematically indisputable. 
The opposite, in fact, is the case; voters are
happy to rob future generations. Economist
Jagadeesh Gokhale, for instance, calculates
that the current Social Security benefit struc-
ture taxes future generations for the benefit of
those currently alive. Taxes for future genera-
tions are more than $1 trillion greater than the
benefits they are scheduled to receive.9
Markets, on the other hand, can reflect
longer time horizons. In fact, because the
market value of assets is determined by
expectations about what others might pay
for them in the future, speculators represent
future generations’ interests in today’s mar-
kets more effectively than politicians who
follow swing voters—whose time horizon
rarely exceeds the next election.
To summarize, there is no market failure
associated with oil depletion. If oil becomes
more scarce over time, prices will rise to
reflect that scarcity and resources will be allo-
cated efficiently. Nor is there a market failure
associated with the interests of future gener-
ations. Market agents have more incentive to
consider the interests of the future than gov-
ernment actors because asset values are
affected by estimates of future profitability.
We recognize that markets do not take the
distant future into account because of dis-
counting, but the government’s treatment of
current versus future Social Security costs
and benefits does not support the view that
governments are good stewards of the future. 
Oil Shocks Cause
Recessions and Inflation
Energy supply and demand are relatively
inflexible in the short run. As a consequence,
small changes in either have very large effects
on prices.10 This is the underlying reality that
explains why oil and gasoline prices are so
volatile.11 Over a longer time period, however,
both supply and demand are more respon-
sive to prices.12
The short-run inflexibility of producers or
consumers, and the oil price shocks that
result from such inflexibility, are allegedly
responsible for inflation and recessions. The
macroeconomic damage inflicted by oil price
volatility is an external cost imposed on soci-
ety by gasoline consumers. Analysts at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory peg the mar-
ginal external costs associated with oil price
shocks at somewhere between 0 and $8.30
per barrel of oil, or up to about 20 cents per
gallon of gasoline.13
Economists disagree about the macroeco-
nomic impact of oil shocks. Federal Reserve
Board chairman Ben Bernanke and his col-
leagues, for example, have argued that different
(“better”) monetary policy would reduce the
recessionary effect of oil shocks, while econo-
mists James Hamilton and Anna Herrera are
skeptical of that proposition.14 The current oil
price explosion that began in 2003 has caused
far less economic harm than conventional wis-
dom predicted, which adds credence to those
economists who have argued that the reces-
sions that followed previous oil shocks were
not caused by energy price increases.15
Recent work in the field tends to confirm
the suspicion that past analyses overstated
the macroeconomic damage caused by oil
price shocks. A rigorous econometric analysis
by economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of
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Atlanta, for instance, suggests that oil shocks
had significant effects on the macroeconomy
before 1985 but not after. They argue that the
federal price control regime of the 1970s is
the explanation.16 Similarly, David Walton, an
economist at the Bank of England, argues
that wage rigidities in the 1970s were the cul-
prit.17 Economists at the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland, on the other hand, argue
that oil price increases might be painful for
many, but they never have and never will
cause inflation. They calculate that a dou-
bling of oil prices would lead to a one-time
increase in commodity prices of about 3 per-
cent.18 A common theme of these recent
papers is that policy-imposed rigidities in the
economy were responsible for the bad eco-
nomic outcomes associated with past oil price
shocks, and the more flexible economy we
now have allows us to cope more easily.
Even though severely negative macroeco-
nomic consequences may not follow oil
shocks, the lack of supply and demand
response in the short run leads to large trans-
fers of wealth from consumers to firms in
times of high prices (1979–85, 2004–07) and
firms to consumers in times of low prices
(1991–99). While energy policy discussions
often invoke macroeconomic or market fail-
ure rationales for government action, the
most likely source of constituent demands
for intervention in energy markets is the dis-
tributional concerns of firms and con-
sumers. Both consumers and firms attempt
to enlist the assistance of government to pre-
vent those wealth transfers. 
Energy market interventions, however,
have failed to help consumers and done
much to damage efficiency.19 The oil price-
control system in the 1970s induced short-
ages and increased reliance on imports at a
time when America’s stated policy was to
reduce import dependency. Consumers were
made worse off as a consequence.20
In summary, price volatility is not a mar-
ket failure. Recent evidence suggests that
major macroeconomic damage is not caused
by oil price shocks per se but instead by poli-
cy-induced rigidities including price controls
and wage rigidities that impede market
adjustment.
Consumer Failure to
Conserve
Claims that consumers fail to invest as
much as they should in energy efficiency are an
often-invoked rationale for energy taxes in gen-
eral and gasoline taxes in particular.
Explanations vary as to why consumers act
irrationally, but common complaints include
lack of information regarding prospective sav-
ings, cultural hostility to energy conservation,
excessively optimistic expectations about
future energy prices, imperfect access to capi-
tal, and the demand for irrationally high rates
of return.21 Appropriate energy taxes would
encourage optimal conservation expenditures. 
How irrational are consumers when they
make energy decisions? Empirical investiga-
tions find that consumers act far more ratio-
nally than many analysts believe. Clemson
economist Molly Espey, for example, closely
examined sales data from 2001 model auto-
mobiles and found that consumers actually
over-valued the gains possible from buying
fuel-efficient vehicles.22 An earlier examina-
tion by Mark Dreyfus and W. Kip Viscusi
found that consumers discounted the sav-
ings from fuel efficiency by 11–17 percent
when buying automobiles, rates equivalent
to returns demanded by investors from other
investments at the time.23
Thus economists undermine the argu-
ment that consumers are unwilling to pay
more for a car to reduce gasoline use during
the operating life of the vehicle. The govern-
ment has no basis for regulating the use of
gasoline by vehicles either through a tax or
through Corporate Average Fuel Economy
Standards (CAFE) standards.24
Environmental Externalities
Gasoline tax advocates frequently argue
that energy use causes environmental and
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human health damages and that those costs
are not reflected in energy prices. Economists
describe such costs as “externalities” because
they impose costs on others that are external
to the prices that govern the transaction
between buyer and seller. Economists’ reme-
dy for externalities is a tax that would quan-
tify the cost of the externalities associated
with each energy source in dollar terms. The
tax would force consumers to pay the exter-
nal cost of their energy use (which would
“internalize the externality”).25
The underlying objective of energy taxes
in this regard is to approximate the market
that would arise if polluters had to compen-
sate those harmed by pollution.26 An energy
tax that considers environmental impacts
from energy consumption is thus an attempt
to mimic the market that would arise if third
parties could hold polluters liable for the
damages caused by their pollution.
The first problem with a gasoline tax as a
means of internalizing environmental exter-
nalities, however, is that it taxes the wrong
thing. If we want to tax pollution, we should
tax the emission of pollutants, not the raw con-
sumption of gasoline.27 The two are not identi-
cal given the differences in automobile age and
maintenance. For example, 5 percent of the
vehicles on the road today generate 53 percent
of volatile organic compound (VOC) emis-
sions, while 10 percent of the vehicles on the
road today generate 76 percent of the same.28
Given that VOC emissions are a major contrib-
utor to urban smog—and that vehicles that
emit unusually high loads of VOCs are likewise
more likely to emit unusually high loads of
other pollutants—this illustrates the difficulty
of regulating fuel consumption rather than
emissions. A uniform gasoline tax will overtax
some drivers and undertax others.
The second problem is that an increase in
gasoline taxes would have very little effect on
aggregate tailpipe emissions. That’s because con-
sumers will primarily respond to a fuel tax over
the long run by purchasing more fuel efficient
vehicles, not by driving less.29 And for every incre-
mental increase of automotive fuel efficiency, a 20
percent increase in vehicle miles traveled follows,30
and this increase in driving will greatly reduce the
emissions reductions that we might otherwise see
in response to the tax.31 Economist J. Daniel
Khazoom, for instance, calculates that doubling
the gasoline tax under the current regulatory
regime would only reduce tailpipe emissions by 6
percent over the long run.32
The third problem with a federal gasoline
tax designed to internalize environmental
externalities is that the environmental and
health-related damages imposed by air emis-
sions vary by location. Air sheds have variable
carrying capacities and the harms caused by
emissions are largely determined by back-
ground ambient concentration and the mar-
ginal impact of additional loads. Accordingly,
a given amount of hydrocarbon tailpipe emis-
sions will have a greater negative impact in
Los Angeles, California, than in Sioux City,
Iowa. Uniform national environmental exter-
nality taxes will be inefficient and wrong all
the time—too low in some areas and too high
in others.
The fourth problem with environmental
externality taxes is the difficulty associated
with monetarizing the aggregated national
health and environmental externalities asso-
ciated with energy consumption in the
United States.33 Parry and his colleagues
report that the plausible estimates for con-
ventional pollutants range from $.36 to
$4.20 per gallon.34 Of course, auto emissions
continue to decline from the 2000-era esti-
mates used in those calculations,35 and stud-
ies that rely on toxicological risk assessments
and epidemiological studies to ascertain
damages may overstate human health
impacts.36 Estimates regarding the climate-
related costs associated with consuming a
ton of carbon likewise vary greatly; according
to one survey of the literature, from $9 to
$200 per ton of carbon in 2000 dollars.37
Experts also disagree about the dollar val-
ues one should attach to human morbidity,
mortality, and environmental harms. For
example, the peer-reviewed literature suggests
that employers have to pay employees any-
where between $0.7 million and $16.3 million
to compensate for a statistical risk of death.38
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What number should analysts use when mon-
etarizing mortality in externality internaliza-
tion exercises? One might try to dodge that
problem by estimating the number of quality
adjusted life years (QALYs) lost through pollu-
tion and then calculate what it would cost gov-
ernment to provide for an equivalent number
of QALYs through improved health services.39
But that would require politicians to dedicate
pollution taxes to health services programs.
Hence, pollution taxes might prove quite inef-
ficient, reflecting not the cost of pollution per
se but the cost of socialized health care. 
A more recent estimate is offered by econ-
omists Ian Parry and Kenneth Small. Their
review of the “best guesses” in the literature
suggests that a national gasoline tax would
internalize environmental externalities by
imposing a tax of 16 cents per gallon to pay
for cost of conventional pollution and 5
cents per gallon to pay for the costs of green-
house gas emissions.40
To summarize, the environmental damages
imposed on third parties by driving motor vehi-
cles are indeed a market failure; the costs associat-
ed with those damages are not reflected in driving
costs. Gasoline taxes, however, will have little
effect on aggregate tailpipe emissions. The correct
remedy to the problem—assuming we wish to
address it—is an emissions charge that varies with
emissions as well as the capacity of the air shed to
handle extra emissions rather than a tax on gaso-
line. A national emissions tax would be inefficient
because it would ignore the large geographic vari-
ation in damages associated with pollution. And
even though the literature provides estimates of
damages that could be used to set local emission
charges, the range is so large that it provides very
little guidance to decisionmakers.
Accident and Congestion
Externalities
Gasoline tax advocates also see the tax as a
means to discourage highway congestion and
reduce accidents on the roadway. Drivers do
not pay the marginal costs they impose on oth-
ers when they crowd the roads—including the
increased probability of accidents. Those costs
are not trivial. Parry and Small, for example,
calculate congestion externalities at 29 cents
per gallon (8 cents more than the environmen-
tal externalities associated with motor vehicle
use)41 and accident externalities at 24 cents per
gallon (3 cents more than the environmental
externalities associated with motor vehicle
use). A recent paper by economists Aaron Edlin
and Pinar Karaca-Mandic estimates that acci-
dent externalities in California alone exceed
$66 billion, more than current individual and
corporate income taxes collected in the state.42
But internalizing those externalities via a
gasoline tax is a very poor way of addressing
those problems. Better approaches include
tolls that vary with congestion43 and the pro-
motion of “Pay-As-You-Drive” insurance
under which premiums would vary in direct
proportion to vehicle miles traveled and the
insured’s risk factor as determined by insur-
ance companies.44 Gasoline taxes are an imper-
fect means to address congestion or accident
costs because such taxes don’t vary with the
density of the setting in which driving occurs
or the extent to which a driver might be acci-
dent-prone.45
The futility of taxing gasoline as a second-
best policy to tackle congestion is well illustrat-
ed by policy in London. Gasoline taxes in the
United Kingdom are $2.80 per gallon,46 more
than seven times higher than they are in the
United States (where they average 38 cents per
gallon).47 Yet, high U.K. taxes have not alleviat-
ed congestion in urban areas like London.
When the municipal government in London
imposed congestion-based tolls, however, to
charge drivers for using inner-city streets, con-
gestion was greatly diminished.48 When con-
gestion charges were imposed in Stockholm in
2006, traffic likewise decreased 22 percent and
exhaust emissions decreased by 14 percent.49
National Security
Externalities
The most common rationale heard today
for higher gasoline taxes is the complaint that
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oil consumption harms national security.
There are four distinct arguments. First, oil
imports require the United States military to
secure foreign production facilities and ship-
ping lanes. Second, good relations with oil pro-
ducers are necessary to ensure that oil flows
into U.S. ports, but good relations with pro-
ducers can impose unacceptably large short-
and long-term costs on the Treasury and con-
tribute to anti-American sentiment, which
itself imposes costs. Third, oil profits fund
Islamic extremists. Fourth, oil revenues are
often captured by international bad actors, and
the harm done by those regimes both within
and without their borders is to some extent
“paid for” by U.S. motorists. None of those
costs, however, are paid by those who consume
gasoline. Hence, higher gasoline taxes would
internalize the externalities.
In this section we examine each argument.50
Taxing for the “Oil Mission”
Motorists do not pay for the costs associat-
ed with the safe and reliable delivery of foreign
oil. Protecting oil tankers from harm, after all,
is an explicit mission of the United States mili-
tary. Protecting friendly oil-producing states
from attack is also thought by many to be an
implicit U.S. military mission.51
Quantifying the national security costs asso-
ciated with ensuring the safe and reliable deliv-
ery of foreign oil is difficult. The Congressional
Research Service estimated in 1997 that those
costs may be anywhere between $0.5 billion and
$65 billion, or 1.5 cents to 30 cents per gallon
for motor fuel from the Persian Gulf.52 Deeper
analysis by Mark Delucchi of the Institute of
Transportation Studies at the University of
California, Davis, and James Murphy at the
University of Massachusetts suggests that, if the
United States did not import Persian Gulf
crude oil, military costs would be $11 billion—
$42 billion less than they are today. If we did not
use oil at all in the motor transport sector,
expenditures would be $3 billion—$31 billion a
year less than they are today.53
Agreement about the extent of the mili-
tary’s “oil mission” is difficult to achieve
because military and foreign policy expendi-
tures are generally tasked with multiple mis-
sions and objectives, and oil security is simply
one mission among many. Analysts disagree
about how to divide those missions into bud-
getary terms. Agreement about total expendi-
tures is difficult because it’s very difficult to
know what Congress would appropriate in
various counterfactual scenarios.
Debate about the size of the U.S. military’s
oil mission and related foreign policy expens-
es is not particularly relevant to gasoline
taxes. From an economic perspective, the key
question is whether an elimination of U.S.
military and foreign aid expenditures dedicat-
ed to “the oil mission” would result in an
increase in the price of oil, and, if so, how
much? That is the true measure of the nation-
al security externality if it exists. Measuring
the externality by the amount of money gov-
ernment spends on the oil mission is at best a
measure of how much politicians believe the
externality might be. Political assessments
may or may not be accurate.
To be sure, if the termination of the
American “oil mission” implied the termina-
tion of all military, police, and court services
in the region, petroleum extraction invest-
ments would become more risky, oil produc-
tion would decrease, and prices would
increase. But remember that oil companies in
the region are creatures of government. So
the question is really whether Middle East
governments would produce less oil because
the United States ended its oil-related mili-
tary mission and foreign aid. Or would oil
producing states provide—or pay others to
provide—military services to replace those
previously provided by the United States?
We believe that a cessation of U.S. security
assistance would be replaced by security expen-
ditures from other parties. First, oil producers
will provide for their own security needs as
long as the cost of doing so results in greater
profits than equivalent investments could
yield. Because Middle Eastern governments
typically have nothing of value to trade except
oil, they must secure and sell oil to remain
viable. Second, given that their economies are
so heavily dependent on oil revenues, Middle
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Eastern governments have even more incentive
than we do to worry about the security of pro-
duction facilities, ports, and sea lanes.54 Third,
even if producing countries were to provide
inadequate security in the eyes of consuming
countries, consuming countries could pay pro-
ducers to augment it. 
In short, whatever security our presence pro-
vides (and many analysts think that our presence
actually reduces security)55 could be provided by
other parties were the United States to withdraw.
The fact that the Saudi Arabia and Kuwait paid
for 55 percent of the cost of Operation Desert
Storm suggests that keeping the Straits of
Hormuz free of trouble is certainly within their
means.56 The same argument applies to al Qaeda
threats to oil production facilities.
If oil regimes paid for their own military
protection and the protection of their own
shipping lanes, would U.S. Middle-East mili-
tary expenditures really go down? The
answer might well be “no” for two very dif-
ferent reasons. First, the U.S.–Middle East
military presence stems from our implicit
commitment to defend Israel as well as the
region from Islamic fundamentalism, and
those missions would not likely end simply
because Arab oil regimes paid for their own
economic security needs. Second, bureau-
cratic and congressional inertia might leave
military expenditures constant regardless of
Israeli or petroleum defense needs.57
Thus, U.S. Persian Gulf expenditures
should not be viewed as a subsidy that lowers
oil prices below what they otherwise would
be. Instead, the expenditures are a taxpayer-
financed gift to oil regimes and the Israeli
government that has little, if any, effect on oil
prices. One may support or oppose such a
gift but not on “market failure” grounds. 
Foreign Policy Externalities 
Many foreign policy analysts think that U.S.
oil imports are dependent on friendly relation-
ships with oil-producing states. The fear is that
unfriendly regimes might not sell us oil.
Maintaining good relations with oil producers,
however, interferes with other foreign policy
objectives and increases anti-American senti-
ment in producer states with unpopular
regimes. While the costs associated with this
distortion of foreign policy are difficult if not
impossible to quantify, that doesn’t make
them any less real. Because a higher gasoline
tax would reduce consumption, many believe
that high fuel taxes would give us more free-
dom to shun odious oil-producing regimes.58
The problem with this argument, however, is
that its fundamental premise is incorrect.
Friendly relations with producer states neither
enhance access to imported oil nor lower its price. 
Selective embargoes by producer nations on
some consuming nations are unenforceable
unless (1) all other nations on Earth refuse to
ship oil to the embargoed state, or (2) a naval
blockade were to prevent oil shipments into the
ports of the embargoed state. Once oil leaves the
territory of a producer, market agents dictate
where the oil goes, not agents of the producer,
and anyone willing to pay the prevailing world
crude oil price can have all he wants.59
The 1973 Arab oil embargo is a perfect case
in point. U.S. crude oil imports actually in-
creased from 1.7 million barrels per day (mbd)
in 1971 to 2.2 mbd in 1972, 3.2 mbd in 1973,
and 3.5 mbd in 1974.60 As MIT’s Thomas Lee,
Ben Ball Jr., and Richard Tabors observe: “It
was no more possible for OPEC to keep its oil
out of U.S. supply lines than it was for the
United States to keep its embargoed grain out
of Soviet silos several years later. Simple rerout-
ing through the international system circum-
vented the embargo. The significance of the
embargo lay in its symbolism.”61 Granted,
“there were short term supply disruptions,”
but “the only tangible effect of the embargo
was to increase some transportation costs
slightly, because of the diversions, reroutings,
and transshipments necessitated.”62 MIT econ-
omist M. A. Adelman agrees:
The “embargo” of 1973–4 was a sham.
Diversion was not even necessary, it
was simply a swap of customers and
suppliers between Arab and non-Arab
sources. . . . The good news is that the
United States cannot be embargoed,
leaving other countries undisturbed.63
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In short, it does not matter to consumers
to whom the oil is initially sold. All that mat-
ters to consumers is how much oil is pro-
duced for world markets. 
Do oil-producing nations allow their feel-
ings toward oil-consuming nations to affect
their production decisions? Historically, the
answer has been “no.” The record strongly
indicates that oil-producing states, regardless
of their feelings toward the industrialized
West, are rational economic actors. After a
detailed survey of the world oil market since
the rise of OPEC, M. A. Adelman concluded,
“We look in vain for an example of a govern-
ment that deliberately avoids a higher income.
The self-serving declaration of an interested
party is not evidence.”64 Prof. Philip Auerswald
of George Mason University agrees, “For the
past quarter century, the oil output decisions
of Islamic Iran have been no more menacing or
unpredictable than Canada’s or Norway’s.”65
Although this is indeed the orthodox view
among oil economists, there are examples of
countries selling oil and natural gas to others
at below-market rates: Russia sold oil to Cuba
at below-market prices during the Cold War;
Russia continues to sell natural gas to Ukraine
at below-market prices but has ended its sub-
sidy to Georgia as relations have soured; and
China sells oil to North Korea at low rates and
used this as leverage to induce North Korea to
bargain over its nuclear weapons program.66
What should we learn from those cases?
First, sellers have leverage in natural gas mar-
kets that is not possible in oil markets because
oil can be transported easily while natural gas
is shipped through pipelines. Buyers have few
near-term alternatives if natural gas sellers
reduce shipments. As liquefied natural gas
gains market share, however, natural gas mar-
kets will look increasingly like world crude oil
markets and the ability of Russia or other
states to extract concessions from consumers
will dissipate. Second, the Russia–Cuba and
China–North Korea cases involve poor coun-
tries receiving foreign aid in the form of low-
priced oil. We are unaware of any wealthy west-
ern countries receiving such in-kind aid from
oil-producing countries.
Thus far, our analysis has examined the
behaviors and incentive structure of incum-
bent regimes. But if a radical new actor were to
emerge on the global stage, how would it
behave? For example, if the House of Saud
were to fall and the new government consisted
of Islamic extremists friendly to Osama bin
Laden, the new regime might reduce produc-
tion and increase prices.67 But that scenario is
by no means certain, given that Iran—despite
all its anti-western rhetoric—has not reduced
oil output, because the Iranian economy and
regime are dependent on oil revenue and the
Saudis are even more dependent.68
Regardless, the departure of Saudi Arabia
from world crude oil markets would probably
have about the same effect on domestic oil
prices as the departure of Iran from world
crude oil markets in 1978. Iran accounted for
just shy of 10 percent of global oil production
before the Iranian Revolution virtually shut
down oil production, whereas Saudi Arabia
accounts for about 13 percent of global oil
production today.69 Oil prices increased dra-
matically after the 1978 revolution, but those
higher prices set in motion market supply-
and-demand responses that undermined the
supply reduction and collapsed world prices
eight years later. The short-term macroeco-
nomic impacts of such a supply disruption
would actually be less today than they were
then, given the absence of price controls on
the U.S. economy and our reduced reliance on
oil as an input for each unit of GDP.70
So while it is possible that a radical oil-
producing regime might play a game of
chicken with consuming countries, produc-
ing countries are very dependent on oil rev-
enue and have fewer degrees of freedom to
maneuver than consuming countries.
Catastrophic supply disruptions would
harm producers more than consumers,
which is why they are extremely unlikely.
Oil Profits for Terrorists
Money spent on gasoline flows to oil pro-
ducers, and many of those producer states use
those revenues to directly or indirectly fund
Islamic extremists. Private individuals who
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profit from the oil trade likewise contribute to
Islamic extremists. Those extremists pose for-
eign policy and national security problems.
This suggests that reduction in oil revenues
would reduce Islamic extremist activities.
Before we go on, it’s worth noting that
only 15.5 percent of the oil in the world mar-
ket is produced from nation-states accused
of funding terrorism.71 Hence, the vast
majority of the dollars we spend on gasoline
do not end up on this purported economic
conveyer belt to terrorist bank accounts. 
Regardless, terrorism is a relatively low-cost
endeavor, and oil revenues are unnecessary for
terrorist activity. The fact that a few hundred
thousand dollars paid for the 9/11 attacks sug-
gests that the limiting factor for terrorism is
expertise and manpower, not money. 
What is the relationship between oil prices
and Islamic terrorist incidents? We estimated
two regressions using annual data from 1983
to 2005: the first between fatalities resulting
from Islamic terrorist attacks and Saudi oil
prices and the second between the number of
Islamic terrorist incidents and Saudi oil
prices. In neither regression was the estimat-
ed coefficient on oil prices at all close to
being significantly different from zero.72
That probably explains why there is no
correlation between Persian Gulf oil revenues
and terrorist activity. Inflation-adjusted oil
prices and profits during the 1990s were low.
But the 1990s also witnessed the worldwide
spread of Wahhabi fundamentalism, the
build-up of Hezbollah, and al Qaeda’s com-
ing of age. Note too that al Qaeda terrorists
in the 1990s relied on help from state spon-
sors such as Sudan, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan—nations that aren’t exactly known
for their oil wealth or robust economies.
What terrorists need most is a recruiting
pool from which to draw. If the United States
were to tax gasoline to such an extent that
global oil demand, prices, and profits for oil
producers declined, the oil states would have
smaller economies and less to distribute to
their underemployed youth. To the extent
that deteriorating economic conditions
breed social discontent and political resent-
ment, taxing gasoline to reduce revenues
flowing to Islamic terrorists might well
increase the recruitment pool for Islamic ter-
rorists and make matters worse.
Reducing oil revenue to noxious regimes
might be a risk worth taking if billions were
finding their way from such regimes into al
Qaeda coffers, but that seems unlikely.
Everything we know suggests that al Qaeda
terrorist cells are “pay as you go” operations
that primarily engage in garden-variety crime
to fund their activities, and Islamic charities
are the primary sources for organizational
revenue.73 Given that the governments of
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and others in the
region are slated for extinction should bin
Laden have his way, those governments have
no interest in facilitating the transfer of oil
revenues to some post office box in Pakistan.
Producer states do indeed use oil revenues
to fund ideological extremism, and Saudi
financing of madrassas and Iranian financing of
Hezbollah are good examples. But given the
importance of those undertakings to the Saudi
and Iranian governments, it’s unlikely that
they would cease and desist simply because
profits were down. They certainly weren’t
deterred by meager oil profits in the 1990s.74
The futility of reducing oil consumption as
a means of reducing terrorism is illustrated by
an examination of revenues earned from oil
sales. A recent paper from the publishers of the
Lundberg Letter notes that oil exports from
states accused of funding terrorism earned
those governments $290 billion in 2006. Even
if that sum were cut by 90 percent, it would still
leave $29 billion at their disposal—more than
enough to fund terrorism given the minimal
financial needs of terrorists. “Even a price of
$10 per barrel crude (an unlikely scenario even
under massive subsidy programs for plug-in
hybrid vehicles and biofuels market share man-
dates) would likely not cut off the purported
cash flow to terror groups.”75
Rents to Bad Actors
When oil prices are high, so too are oil prof-
its for infra-marginal (low-cost) producers.
Even if those profits do not find their way to
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international terrorists, they serve to prop up
many regimes we find distasteful. Oil produc-
ers in the Second and Third worlds, after all,
often use their robust flow of petrodollars to
squelch human rights at home and to menace
neighbors abroad.76 Many analysts blame U.S.
motorists for indirectly funding these interna-
tional bad actors and argue that the actions of
these bad actors impose costs on third parties
that are not reflected in gasoline prices. Taxes
to reduce demand would internalize this par-
ticular externality, reduce the flow of money to
bad actors and, presumably, weaken their grip
on political power. At the very least, it might
well reduce the threat they pose to others. 
To our knowledge, no one has attempted to
quantify this alleged externality, and it is unlikely
that anyone ever will. After all, putting a price tag
on lost civil and economic liberties, not to men-
tion regional instability and military tension,
would be extremely difficult. Moreover, one
would need to estimate the baseline degree of
“bad acting” associated with a particular regime
or nation-state before one could estimate to what
extent oil profits are responsible for observed
instances of “bad acting.” Accordingly, policy-
makers have little concrete information at their
disposal to inform tax policy.
Regardless, it is unclear to what extent oil
profits are associated with human rights abus-
es or militaristic activity. There are plenty of
examples, after all, of relatively long-lived
regimes with terrible human rights records
(such as North Korea) that have no oil revenues
to speak of, and this is the case even within the
same socioeconomic regions. Denuding Iran
and Libya of oil revenues might produce a gov-
ernment that looks a lot like Syria; denuding
Venezuela of oil revenues might produce a gov-
ernment that looks a lot like Cuba; and denud-
ing Russia of oil revenues might produce a gov-
ernment that looks a lot like Russia used to be.
After all, all of these “bad-acting” petro-states
yielded unsavory regimes even when oil rev-
enues were a third of what they are today. 
The claim that oil revenues increase the
threat those regimes pose to their neighbors
seems reasonable enough, but here again, it is
unclear to what extent this is true. Pakistan is a
relatively poor country with no oil revenues to
speak of, but it has still managed to build a
nuclear arsenal and is constantly on the
precipice of war with India. Impoverished, oil-
poor Egypt and Syria have at various times
been the most aggressive anti-Israeli states in
the Middle East. Russia launched its war with
Chechnya before oil revenues engorged its trea-
sury. While we have no doubt that (all other
things being a equal) a rich bad actor is more
dangerous than a poor bad actor, the marginal
impact that oil revenues have on “bad acting”
might well be rather small.
Regardless, the fact that unsavory petro-
states have been fully capable of holding on
to power, oppressing their people, and men-
acing their neighbors during a decade associ-
ated with the lowest inflation-adjusted oil
prices in history (the 1990s) suggests that
nothing short of rendering oil nearly value-
less will have any real effect on regime behav-
ior. A one dollar hike in the federal gasoline
tax, for example, would reduce world crude
oil prices by only 1–5 percent, or by
$0.65–$3.25 given $65 crude—not enough to
have any appreciable effect on bad acting or
terrorist funding. Getting prices back down
to 1998 levels (the lowest inflation-adjusted
price in history) would require a gasoline tax
of more than $20.00 per gallon.77
For the sake of argument, however, let’s
assume that there is some incremental benefit
associated with reducing oil revenues to bad-
acting oil producers—an assumption that
seems entirely reasonable. Unfortunately, we
have only very blunt and imperfect instru-
ments at hand to achieve that end. A gasoline
tax, for instance, would reduce oil demand—
and, thus, reduce revenues—for all oil produc-
ers, whether they are bad actors or not.
Producers in the North Sea, Canada, Mexico,
and the United States (which collectively sup-
plied 20.1 million barrels of oil per day in 2006,
or 24 percent of the world’s crude oil needs
that year) would be harmed just the same as
producers in Venezuela, Iran, Russia, and Libya
(which collectively supplied 20.3 million bar-
rels per day in 2006).78
Imposing oil taxes to reduce profits for
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unsavory petro-states is thus akin to taking
out a shotgun to kill a mosquito at 50 yards.
You may or may not kill the mosquito, but
you’re sure to hit a lot of unintended targets
when you pull the trigger. 
Given there was plenty of “bad acting” in
1998, it’s unlikely that even astronomical
gasoline taxes would have much effect on
bad acting. Accordingly, we doubt that the
foreign policy benefits that might accrue
from gasoline tax increases would outweigh
the very real costs that such a tax would
impose on both consumers and innocent
producers. We suspect that there are better
remedies available to the United States to
curtail bad behavior abroad.
To summarize, we find little reason to
believe that America’s national security is jeop-
ardized to any great extent by oil consumption
or that gasoline taxes could reduce whatever
problems may exist. U.S. taxpayers do pay for
U.S. military activities in the Middle East,
which are justified in part by the desire to
secure oil production and export facilities. But
those expenditures are properly thought of as
wealth transfers rather than externality-creat-
ing payments because their termination would
not alter oil prices. Good relations with oil pro-
ducers have no effect on the price or the avail-
ability of oil in the world market. Oil revenues
are not necessary for terrorist activity, and the
variation in terrorist activity over time does not
seem to be related to oil revenue. And while bad
international actors do indeed get rich off oil
revenues, gasoline taxes are unlikely to sub-
stantially reduce the degree or the extent of bad
acting.
Gasoline Taxes: 
Better than the Alternative?
Many if not most of the economists who
embrace federal and state gasoline taxes con-
cede the arguments above when pressed.
They continue to support fuel taxes, howev-
er, for two reasons. First, they believe that fuel
taxes are more efficient means of raising rev-
enue than other forms of taxation. Second,
they fear that first-best means of addressing
externalities (direct taxes on pollution, road
use, etc.) are not politically feasible and that
gasoline taxes are a second-best remedy that
is preferable to the alternative, which is to
leave externalities unaddressed. 
We examine each of those arguments in
turn.
Fuel Taxes and the “Double Dividend”
Gasoline taxes change fuel consumption
habits less than other taxes affect the con-
sumption of other goods or services. They sim-
ply extract revenue. From an economist’s point
of view, that’s good. When taxes decrease con-
sumption of that which is taxed, individual
welfare is reduced over and above the amount
of the taxes actually paid. Those welfare losses
are thought to be quite substantial. Michigan
State economist Charles Ballard, for instance,
has calculated that each additional dollar of
tax revenue imposes 20–30 cents of welfare loss
above and beyond the losses associated direct-
ly with the tax payment.79
Hence, some observers have argued that if
gasoline taxes were increased and other taxes
decreased so that overall revenue remained
constant, a gasoline tax hike would provide a
“double dividend.” That is, it would reduce
the negative externalities associated with
gasoline consumption while also reducing
the welfare losses associated with taxation.
Even if a gasoline tax created no net benefits,
as long as the welfare losses associated with a
gasoline tax were smaller than the welfare
gains associated with cuts in other more dis-
tortionary taxes, a gasoline tax hike would
make economic sense.80
But if gasoline taxes produce such bene-
fits, a tax on vehicle miles traveled would be
even better because the demand for vehicle
miles traveled is even more inelastic than
demand for fuel.81 Given that monitoring
vehicle miles traveled is quite simple and not
particularly costly, analysts who embrace the
“double dividend” argument have no good
reason to prefer fuel taxes over taxes on vehi-
cle miles traveled.
However, academic researchers—even those
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who support increasing the gasoline tax—have
several reservations about the double-dividend
claim.82 First, while it’s true that a gasoline tax
will not change behavior very much in gasoline
markets, they impose significant distortions in
other markets. For instance, a gasoline tax will
reduce after-tax wages in precisely the same
way as a direct tax on wages. Hence, a gasoline
tax will introduce distortions in the labor mar-
ket. It will also create distortions in other com-
modity markets by reducing demand for some
goods while increasing the demand for others.
Those distortions are at least as large as the dis-
tortions introduced by other forms of labor
taxation, and they tend to “exacerbate, rather
than alleviate, preexisting tax distortions—even
if revenues are employed to cut preexisting dis-
tortionary taxes.”83
But for reasons that are partially illustrated
above, a gasoline tax (and a tax on virtually any
other commodity, for that matter) is implicitly
a tax on labor,84 and taxing labor creates less
welfare loss than taxing capital.85 So even if a
gasoline tax hike leads to welfare losses in labor
and other commodity markets, if the revenues
associated with the tax were used to cut taxes
on capital, it is possible that the welfare gains
associated with the capital tax reductions
would exceed the welfare losses associated with
increasing the gasoline tax. 
Despite this theoretical escape hatch, the
gasoline market offers too narrow a tax base to
substitute in any substantial way for taxes on
capital. To be revenue neutral, the gasoline tax
would have to be too high. And once the tax
becomes high enough, behavior will change
(motorists will switch from gasoline to some
other fuel—like ethanol), and behavior change
implies welfare losses. Accordingly, the efficien-
cy gains that might result from a tax swap will
not offset the efficiency losses caused by the
gasoline tax increase.86
There are two other practical complica-
tions. First, replacing income with gasoline
taxes decreases the efficiency of revenue collec-
tion because it is cheaper to collect a given
amount of revenue from a broad tax base rela-
tive to a narrower tax base.87 Second, the “dou-
ble dividend” can only occur if the revenues
from the gasoline tax are used to offset cuts in
capital taxes. If the revenues are rebated to
lower-income Americans to offset the regres-
sivity of the tax swap—which would almost cer-
tainly happen to some extent in the current
political climate—that would reduce the rev-
enues available to “buy” cuts in capital taxes
and, thus, further reduce or eliminate the effi-
ciency gains that result from the tax swap.88
So while replacing capital taxes with labor
(consumption) taxes is welfare-improving,
the gains associated with that switch cannot
be secured absent generalized tax reform
across all sectors of the economy.89 As econo-
mist Stephen Smith observed after surveying
the literature:
Ecotaxes are likely to involve distor-
tionary costs at least as high as those
involved in raising equivalent revenues
through existing taxes. If the question is
posed whether we would choose to use
energy taxes, in preference for existing
taxes on labour and other bases, in the
absence of any environmental benefits,
then the answer is almost certainly that
we would not. Energy taxes would be
likely to involve just as much distortion
of the labour market as income taxes,
and at the same time distort the com-
modity market. Only if there are expect-
ed to be environmental gains can the use
of environmental taxes be justified, and
the case for ecotax reform must be made
primarily on the basis of the environ-
mental gains that would result.90
First- vs. Second- vs. Third-Best Policy 
Are gasoline taxes worth embracing as a
“second-best” policy, given the widespread
belief that “first-best” remedies, such as direct
taxation of the externalities in question, are off
the table?91 We don’t think so.
First, as a factual matter, it’s unclear
whether alleged first-best remedies such as
tailpipe emission taxes and road use charges
are truly more difficult to pass in a legislature
than fuel tax increases. Energy taxes, after all,
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are among the most politically unpopular
taxes in America, as President Bill Clinton dis-
covered when he attempted to impose a Btu
tax during the first year of his presidency.
Pollution taxes, on the other hand, are some-
what more “virtuous” in the public’s mind,
and highway tolls are increasingly common. If
one posits that gasoline taxes are unpopular
because they are visible, unavoidable, and
imposed on a commodity for which demand is
relatively unaffected by price, then pollution
taxes and road-use charges would likely prove
no more unpopular than gasoline taxes.
Second, economists who argue for
increased gasoline taxes rarely concede (to
non-economists, anyway) that those taxes are
deeply problematic and only worth embrac-
ing because better policies are presumably off
the table. Instead, the case for higher gasoline
taxes is usually offered to the public with a
great deal of intellectual bravado that almost
always overstates the ability of gasoline taxes
to solve identified problems.92 We believe
that economists should argue for first-best
policies and let the political chips fall where
they may. After all, if academics (who don’t
have to worry about winning popularity con-
tests at the ballot box) don’t make the case
for politically unpopular first-best economic
policies, who will? Abandoning the case for
ideal policy in the public realm because it
may prove unpopular implicitly assumes
that good arguments do not persuade. It also
requires economists to make judgments
about what is politically feasible and what is
not, and economists have no particular
expertise in that matter.
Third, it’s unclear whether gasoline taxes
even qualify as a “second-best” means of
addressing air pollution or road congestion.
That’s because the difference between the
upper- and lower-bound externality cost esti-
mates are larger than the marginal gains
promised by intervention. Hence, raising the
gasoline tax too high could well make prices
even less, not more, reflective of total costs. 
The only way to hedge against that risk is
to support gasoline tax increases that fall
within the lower bound of the aggregated
externality estimates, but that would pro-
duce correspondingly little efficiency gain
even in theory. As economist Stephen Smith
points out:
It is perhaps an over-generalization to
suggest that environmental taxes should
be large, or not imposed at all. However,
the costs of complexity and the risk that
minor environmental taxes will simply
be ignored should both caution against
too much environmental fine-tuning of
the fiscal system.93
That’s particularly the case given that
small, incremental tax increases do not guar-
antee only small, incremental welfare losses
when the preexisting tax system is inefficient.
Relatively small carbon taxes, for example,
yield disproportionately large gross costs in
theoretical simulations replicating the exist-
ing tax system.94
Fourth, and most important, even if a
gasoline tax increase were able to perfectly
price gasoline’s externalities, that would not
necessarily lead to greater efficiency. In fact,
the economy might become less efficient if
gasoline prices are corrected in isolation of
other prices.95 Transportation economists,
including Mark Delucchi, a research scientist
at the Institute of Transportation Studies at
the University of California, and Clifford
Winston at the Brookings Institution, have
demonstrated that if all inefficiencies in
transportation markets were corrected, there
would be more, not less, automobile use than
at present because mass transit “prices” (user
charges) are even more distorted than the
price of automobile travel.96 Hence, a perfect
correction of gasoline externalities would
likely make the economy less, not more, effi-
cient to the extent that even more inefficient
transit use increased.
Conclusion
Many economists argue that gasoline taxes
should be increased to internalize externalities
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associated with oil use. Some of the concerns
on which those arguments are based have no
(or a very weak) foundation, including con-
cerns about future generations, the macroeco-
nomic consequences of oil shocks, the “failure”
of consumers to conserve, and the four nation-
al security arguments. The concerns about the
environment, accidents, and congestion have
much more validity. 
Regardless, it is striking that the two fre-
quently cited researchers in the literature per-
taining to motor vehicle externalities—Ian
Parry of Resources for the Future and Mark
Delucchi of the Institute of Transportation
Studies at the University of California, Davis—
agree that internalizing those externalities via a
gasoline tax should be resisted.97 The greater
familiarity one has with the literature, the less
inclined one is to embrace gasoline taxes as a
remedy for the externalities associated with
motor vehicle transport.
Gasoline taxes represent a “second-best”
means of internalizing the externalities associat-
ed with motor vehicle travel. Unfortu-nately,
federal gasoline taxes, no matter how carefully
constructed, always send the wrong signals to
motorists. When addressing road construction
and maintenance costs, for example, they over-
charge motorists in low-maintenance, low-con-
struction locations and undercharge those in
high-maintenance, high-growth areas. When
addressing pollution costs, they overcharge
rural motorists and undercharge many urban
motorists. When addressing congestion, they
overcharge non-peak road users and under-
charge peak road use.
In an ideal world, there would be direct exter-
nality charges rather than gasoline taxes. But
first-best charges levied directly on pollution (via
computerized internal monitoring equipment),
congestion (via tolls), and road use (via user
charges) in lieu of gasoline taxes would almost
certainly be counterproductive for two reasons. 
First, the error bars associated with the
externality estimates are very large. Any
attempt to internalize those externalities
with government-imposed charges risks
reducing economic efficiency. That’s particu-
larly the case given the poor track record that
legislative bodies have when it comes to
“problem-solving” exercises like this.98
Second, correcting motor vehicle externali-
ties would likely result in some incremental
increase in mass transit use, and that would
make the economy less efficient because the
economic distortions induced by mass transit
use under the current subsidy regime are
greater than the economic distortions induced
by uninternalized motor vehicle externalities.
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